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So apparently this is the first
individual Senior British men’s
medal since 1982!! 32 years!!!
#2014tteuros pic.twitter.com/
e3FAB86lgf

I’m not normally the
superstitious kind but for
today all my good luck
teddies came with me!

Princess day
instagram.com/p/
l8KBBOOhUE/

Super proud of the girls today,
team GOLD in Germany but
the real team work came in
after.....45mins, 1 shower
& 6 girls to get ready!!

Becky Downie

Amy Tinkler

Lynne Hutchison

Nile Wilson

Laura Halford

Catherine Lyons

@amytinkler2

@lynnehutch94

@NileMW

@Laura_Halford

@CatherineLyonsx

Team photo with the
football team at squad :)
pic.twitter.com/
pmhI9BdCyq

Shout out to my dad for saving
the day when my ribbon got
stuck on the ceiling before I was
about to compete today lucky
he’s a tall guy!

Had a good competition today
with the lads!! Team 1st and 1st
all around!! 2 falls on P bar but
the was really happy with the
rest :) instagram.com/p
nQ6saJqbst/

Can’t go to sleep until my
jacket potato has been made
on FarmVille :D

When @RhyannonJones is
crying for help cause she’s
‘locked’ in the toilet & after
10 minutes we find shes been
turning the lock the wrong way!
#HighlightOfTheCamp
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LAURA
BEASLEY
UP AND COMING
ARTISTIC ELITE
GYMNAST

Meet 12 year old Laura Beasley. In June of this year,
Laura will be part of the first group of gymnasts
to compete in the new Compulsory Grade 1, a
competition which has been added as the final hurdle
for female artistic gymnasts wishing to qualify as a
fully-fledged elite gymnast here in the UK. Gymnasts
begin their journey on the elite path at nine years old,
competing in the Compulsory Grade 4 competition
and as they move forward the difficulty of the skills
increase.

ALONE WE CAN
DO SO LITTLE,
TOGETHER WE
CAN DO SO
MUCH...
By Olivia Howard

So what’s Laura’s story? She started gymnastics at
Park Wrekin College at just six years old after moving
to the club to develop her skills. Showing potential,
Laura began to quickly progress but as she started
her journey, it was unclear as to whether she would
make it to elite qualification. In her Compulsory Grade
4 (2011) she finished 35th, certainly an impressive
ranking to finish in the country but not the level she
would need to be to be fighting with the best. The
next year however she worked hard to finish a credible
16th in her Compulsory 3 Grade and by the time the
2013 Compulsory Grade 2 came around she was ready
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to fight and took the bronze medal establishing
herself as one of the country’s best. Laura’s
improvement is all down to her hard work and is
an example to all gymnasts that it takes time to
reach your potential.

MEET THE TEAM

THE GYMNAST - LAURA
I train seven times a week, Monday (twice),
Tuesday, Wednesday (twice), Friday and Saturday
for 3 – 4 hours a time. I have to miss school when
Although this is just the beginning of her story,
I train twice a day but I use both my free days to
Laura has had to work hard to make it this far
catch up on homework. I have to eat and change
and with high demands on her at a young age,
quickly coming from school which I sometimes
her career has not been mastered on her own.
find quite hard but I come back to the gym every
Therefore, as we introduce her as a potential star
of the future, it seems only fitting we introduce her day because it’s fun and I wouldn’t have it any
other way! My friends at school don’t know that
other crucial team members that helped her get
much about gymnastics, they are all sporty but
this far; her family and her coach.
they think I do competitions pretty much every
day! Training can be hard and we have to do at
least an hour of conditioning each session but I
still love it. I sometimes struggle with training or
certain moves, it took me a long time to gain my
Jaeger on bars as I couldn’t find the shapes very
well and when I was injured for a short time last
year It was really frustrating. Aliya Mustafina is my
idol, I’m always watching her routines on YouTube
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she just an amazing gymnast who came back strongly after
injury. I worked really hard to try and improve after I finished
lower down in the earlier gradings, I think something just
clicked. Outside of gymnastics, I love cooking so in the future
I’d love to be a chef or I love singing which I do at school or
in the shower! As for my future goals, I’d love to make it the
World Championships or the Olympics one day and my one of
my aims would be to perform a double straight on the floor.
THE PARENTS - ANDREW AND RACHEL

EXCLUSIVE TO THE GYMNAST DIGITAL MAGAZINE
READERS, AN INTERVIEW WITH LAURA’S PARENTS

Laura with coach Jemma Parry

Laura (far right - with her trophy winning
Park Wrekin teammates)
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“ALIYA
MUSTAFINA IS
MY IDOL”
LAURA
BEASLEY

THE COACH - JEMMA PARRY
“I’ve had Laura since she was about six years old;
she has always been a very bubbly, fun gymnast.
When she was younger, she couldn’t even land
tumbles because she was always bouncing around
at the end! She’s such a great person to have in the
gym and she’s got great confidence and strives to
achieve her goals. She doesn’t give up when times
are tough and that’s great. If things are difficult in
training we can always chat about it and I am here
for all aspects of her gymnastics. If things are going
well it’s great, if not her personality shuts down
a little bit and I can tell she’s not quite herself and
we perhaps have to work harder to get to the end
of a session. I think it’s nice for our gymnasts to be
rounded though and I encourage Laura to do things
outside of her gymnastics such as school trips. Laura
is my gymnast that will be doing a strut or dance on
the way back for her next go and is always the one I
can hear in the background so she may well be a big
personality when she hits the elite stage. She works
hard and is always on time and ready to learn so I
couldn’t ask for much more. She’s put a lot of hard
work into her gymnastics but it is my job as coach
to make sure the basics are right to further her skills
for the next stage of her next gymnastics career. She
is a brilliant vaulter and tumbler so we are hoping to
push forward here as this is the time she is starting
to grow and get stronger.”
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Laura with her two brothers, Thomas and James

WANT TO SEE LAURA’S
COMPETITION?
Check out the BGtv feature ‘Remember their names - Britain’s next top gymnasts’
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RHYTHMIC
BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS
PHOTOSHOOT

Laura Halford took the top senior title in 2013 and is our poster gymnast for this year’s
championships - here are some exclusive behind the scenes photos from our dramatic
photoshoot!

The 2014 Rhythmic British
Championships takes place 16th-18th
May at Stoke-on-Trent. BGtv will be ‘live
streaming’ the event on Saturday. Follow
the action at our dedicated event page.

THE COMPETITION YOUR GUIDE TO THE RHYTHMIC BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS

COMPETITION
FORMAT

YOUR
GUIDE TO THE
RHYTHMIC BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SENIORS

W

ith several seniors fighting for places
in their Home Nation team for the
Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth
Games, the senior section is not only the largest
for well over a decade, but also the largest at
these championships.

STEPHANI
SHERLOCK

JAEL
GORE

For the first time at the British Championships,
2013 senior champion Laura Halford (Esprit
Gymnastics) goes head-to-head with 2012
Olympian and six-time champion Francesca
Jones (unattached). Both gymnasts are hoping
to represent Wales at the Commonwealth Games.
Among those in the running for England are
three of last year’s medallists - the 2013 senior
runner up and bronze medallists - Stephani
Sherlock (Esprit Gymnastics) and Jael Gore (City
of Canterbury) respectively - and 2013 junior
champion Tyler Brumitt (Esprit Gymnastics).
Scotland have already selected their team,
comprising Rebecca Bee (Beacon), Lauren Brash
(West Lothian) and Vicky Clow (Pentland).

FRANCESCA
JONES
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REBECCA
BEE
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All gymnasts scores will be
added together to determine
the British all-around
champions in each age group.
Scores go back to zero for the
apparatus finals on Sunday
except for our disability
gymnasts whose all-around
scores will also count towards
apparatus titles. The number
of competitors in these finals
is based on the number of
gymnasts entered in each
age group. In the junior and
senior sections, the top eight
gymnasts with each apparatus
will go forward to the finals.
Should our guest in the junior
section rank in the top eight,
she will go through along with
the next eligible gymnast(s).
In the under 12 section, the
top six will compete again on
Sunday. Again, if either or
both of the guest competitors
rank in the top six, they will
also work again as will the next
eligible gymnast(s). All under
10 and under 11 gymnasts
automatically go forward to the
finals.
The draw for the finals has been
made with gymnasts working
according to the position in
which they finish with that piece
of apparatus in the all-around
event. Any guest competitors
who qualify will work first.

THE COMPETITION YOUR GUIDE TO THE RHYTHMIC BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS

JUNIORS

F

our of last year’s top Juniors have now
moved into the Senior ranks, and with
Bronze medallist Anna Kelis (LAGAD)
having since represented Cyprus, only the City
of Canterbury’s Abbie Wyver remains from last
year’s top six. The City of Bath duo of Selina
Brown and Tiola Gleeson were the next highest
placed last year, and the Junior field also includes
last year’s Under 12 Champion and runner-up
- Christianna Vitanova (Elite) and Amaranta
Chavez – formerly LAGAD, now Hendon). The
Junior section includes one of our three guest
competitors; Anastasija Baidenko (Llanelli
Academy) is ineligible under British Gymnastics’
nationality rules but as she met the standard at
both the British Qualification Testing and the
Zonal Grades, she is taking part as a guest. This
means she cannot win medals, but will be able to
perform in any Apparatus Finals she qualifies for.

AMARANTA
CHAVEZ

SELINA
BROWN

ABBIE
WYVER
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CHRISTIANNA
VITANOVA
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JESSICA
HELFGOTT

UNDER
12’S, 11’S, 10’S
& ELITE
GROUP
LEAGUE

ALIDA
BOGDANOVA

I

n the Under 12 section, the 2013 Under 11
champion Chiara Whitefield (LAGAD) is back
to try and make it two in a row and is joined
by the gymnasts she beat into second and third
place – Elena’s Francesca Barker and LAGAD’s
Jessica Helfgott. British Gymnastics’ new
eligibility rules mean that two gymnasts who took
part as guests in 2013 – Alida Bogdanova (Elite)
and Ruta Sulskis (South Essex) – will compete
in their own right this year. Two gymnasts in
this section are making their first appearances
at these Championships – Emily Hawkins (City
of Birmingham) and Hannah Martin (i-Star
Academy), who is also her club’s first qualifier at
this level since 2009. Guesting in this section
are Livia Haarcaan (Elena) and Amelie Menger
(Stockport).
Some of the country’s rising stars will compete
in the under 10 and under 11 sections. It is
here we will start to see the future champions
emerge and for some it will be their first British
Championships.
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The weekend also sees Round
One of the Elite Group League
for both espoirs and juniors.
The eight espoir and four junior
groups who will perform on
Saturday are here as a result
of having been at the top of
the rankings in the Group
League seeding competition in
February. As there will be three
further rounds, no medals will
be awarded at this event, with
the overall League Champions
being crowned at the British
Group Championships in
November.

CHIARA
WHITEFIELD

While most gymnasts are now
following either the individual or
group pathway, three gymnasts
from Elena (Francesca Barker,
Daisie Burke and Phoebe
MacDonald), two from the City
of Birmingham (Emily Hawkins
and Lauren Moult), two from
the City of Canterbury (Lottie
Wittich and Emily Woodruff)
and one each from i-Star
Academy (Hannah Martin) and
Llanelli Academy (Carys Davies)
are doing both individual and
group routines this weekend.

EMILY
WOODRUFF
CHRISTIANNA
VITANOVA
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DISABILITY
GYMNASTS
D

isability gymnasts compete in different
categories according to the nature of
their impairment, with Class I signifying a
learning disability and Class II a physical disability.

HANNAH
WESTERMAN

The senior class I title will be hotly contested
between Falcon Spartak club-mates Hannah
Westerman and Rowena Francis. Having won
the class II title each year from 2001 and 2009,
Hannah switched to the Class I section in 2012
and won the title in 2013 denying Rowena her
sixth consecutive title. Making her debut at
this level is Haverfordwest’s Megan Donovan
who also becomes the club’s first disability
gymnast to appear at a British Championships.
Just one senior class II gymnast has qualified –
Falcon Spartak’s Rebecca Cooper - who will be
competing against pre-determined scores.
In the junior class I section, the 2013 champion Elizabeth Packman from South Essex - is back to
defend her title and is joined by debutant Anna
Talbot-Ponsonby (Dorchester YMCA).
The junior class II section contains two
competitors – 2012 junior champion Katie
O’Connor (Falcon Spartak) and club-mate and
debutant Sophie Dalglish.
Where their disability permits, these gymnasts
perform with all apparatus. Rebecca and Katie,
however, will work rope instead of clubs, and all
three debutants will work two of the four pieces –
hoop and ball.
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The world’s greatest gymnastics event
is coming to Glasgow in 2015
Tickets on sale May 2014. Register online for priority access.

2015worldgymnastics.com
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COACH’S
EYE A

head of the 2014 British Championships,
top rhythmic coach Cleo Hooper explains
what it take to take a gymnast to the top of
their sport…
What is it about rhythmic gymnastics that’s first
attracts young gymnasts?
Rhythmic gymnastics looks glamorous with
exquisite leotards, exciting graceful dance and
elements with music which draws young potential
gymnasts to our sport. The use of hand apparatus
performed with expressive dance moves and
technical difficulties is very appealing.
What is the most difficult stage in training an
elite rhythmic gymnast?
This again can be different with every gymnast
- for some it’s the preparation phase just before
competitions; for others it’s mastering a new move
- or even coping with the pressure the girls put on
themselves.
What does the coach need to do to take
rhythmic gymnast up to the elite level?
A good coach will build a strong and trusting
relationship with her gymnast over many years and
should therefore be able to sense any doubts which
may be appearing in the gymnast’s mind. Various
pressures can often interfere with the preparation
programme for elite athletes and a gymnast can
feel that she is being pulled in different directions.
The coach should be able to discuss the possible
problem with the gymnast (and sometimes the

parents too need to be involved) to find the best
solution to assist the gymnast reach her goals.
How do coaches guide their gymnast through
the difficult stages of preparation?
Coaches must know the character and understand
the personality of their gymnasts – each gymnast
will require individual and personal training
plans to suit her personal needs. Coaches need
to plan the programme with their gymnast to
achieve a smooth preparation which the gymnast
understands and trusts. The natural dips and
highs which pop up in the programme can be
monitored with the gymnast if she understands
the preparation plan.
A super talent, or a super hard worker – which
one would you chose to coach?
Super hard worker, of course! The rewards are
greater for both.
What are the chances of the British Rhythmic
gymnasts in this year’s Commonwealth Games?
Medals in the individual section of the competition
will be hard fought for but it is possible that British
gymnasts will earn medals in this part of the event.
However the team event is much more open as
countries such as Canada, Malaysia and Australia
have one or two strong gymnasts whereas our
Home Nations will be competing with much more
balanced teams.

MINUTES
WITH...

NILE

WILSON

ARTISTIC
U18 BRITISH
CHAMPION
Age: 18
Club: Leeds Gymnastics Club

Watch Nile on pommel horse at this year’s Men’s
U18 championships at the Echo Arena, Liverpool.

Male artistic gymnast Nile Wilson is part of the
next generation of talented gymnasts from Great
Britain and is proof that the London 2012 legacy
lives on. Nile will compete for Great Britain at this
year’s European Championships as a junior but
as he turned 18 years old in 2014 (January) he is
eligible after the event to move up into the senior
ranks where he will fight for a place on the England
Commonwealth Games team. After unprecedented
success in the past few years, Nile is now ready to
compete amongst the world’s best and we caught
up with him at a recent training camp to find out
more about this rising star…
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GYMNASTICS...
My highlights

Training...

So far my highlights would probably be;
becoming 2013 and 2014 under 18 British
Champion, winning 2012 Junior European
team gold and all-around silver, the 2013
Australian Youth Olympic Festival where I won
two gold medals (parallel bars/high bar) a
silver (rings) two bronze (all-around/pommel
horse) and the 2013 World School Games
where I took home a total of five silver and one
gold medal.

I train at the City of Leeds Gymnastics Club
from a Sunday to a Friday which is about 30
hours a week. I train at the club alongside GB
squad members Ash Watson and Loukas Jones.

Best skill...

The best and worst things about
being a gymnast...
Best: The best thing is travelling the world,
meeting your idols and pushing to be the best.
Worst: The worst thing about gymnastics is
probably the body pain, all the niggles and
sore hands.

I’d probably have to say my favourite skill
would be on the parallel bars where I
handstand to one bar. It’s quite nerve wracking
for me and the audience as well as it is so risky.
It took me about a year to learn and it’s still not
that consistent as it is always difficult trying to
balance on one bar.

THINGS WE MIGHT
NOT KNOW...
One thing you might not
know about me…
I recently got a tattoo that reads
‘The only limitations in life are
the ones we set ourselves’ it really
means a lot to me and is something I
truly believe.

Favourite music...
I like a bit of Rocky and Eminem is
pretty good to get you motivated!

Favourite food...
Steak and chips!

Superstitions...

Struggles...

Upgrades...

Like most gymnasts, there are something
things I have struggled with. I was so far behind
on the pommel horse form a young age,
everyone would be doing amazing routines
and I was struggling with just stepping up onto
the handle. It was always my weakest piece but
about 15 it just clicked and I worked really hard
and now I’m at the same level as everyone else.

I’m looking to upgrade my routines on every
piece of apparatus for when I turn senior. On
the high bar I’m looking to get two Kovac’s,
one with a full twist. On the floor I’m trying
a roll out, on vault I’m pushing for two and a
half twist and on parallel bars I’m looking to
add an upper arm element like a double back.

Junior team spirit...
We are a great team and we love the
competitiveness between us. It’s
come from our coach Barry Collie
who is really enthusiastic and puts
quotes on the board in the gym to
keep us motivated. I’m the oldest
now so it’s different for me but we all
get on so well.
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I do very similar things before each
competition, like eat the same
thing for breakfast and warm up in
a specific way but I don’t like having
too many superstitions as I don’t
think it’s good for your competition.

My biggest fan...
My younger sister Joanna (15) is
probably my biggest fan. She loves
gymnastics and comes to every
competition in the UK and she’s
really pally with all my gym friends.

Perfect day...
I’d love to go to America and play on
one of the top golf courses. Maybe
Augusta, that would be the best
thing I’d ever do! My dad’s very good
at golf so I play it on my day off!

Future career...
I’ve started thinking about my career
a little more now, I would possibly
like to be a stunt man or potentially
join Cirque du Soleil. I’m not sure
coaching is for me but I’d love to stay
in the sport.

2014 HOPES...
What do you want to achieve?

I’d love to compete for England at the
Commonwealth Games. What could I bring
to the team? My parallel bars and high bar
are really strong so if I can push up my start
value (difficulty level) on those I can really
push for a place on the team. I also think a
younger face would be great for the team.

Follow Nile on Twitter and visit his
website: nilewilson.com

You can follow all of the news from
the European Championships via our
social media channels and our
dedicated event
page.
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